
 

UN disaster aid is driven by humanitarian
need rather than by strategic donor interests
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A new study published in PNAS finds that aid provided by the United
Nations (UN) in the aftermath of climate-related disasters is driven by
humanitarian need rather than by strategic donor interests. The results
underline the importance of climate-related hazards for understanding
aid disbursements.
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The study 'Humanitarian need drives multilateral disaster aid' provides
the first estimation of UN climate-related disaster aid worldwide.
Although it cannot be entirely ruled out that powerful donor states'
interests shape UN aid flows, the UN seems able to fend off donor
states' strategic interest and allocate more aid after disasters where
hazard severity is greatest and need is most pressing.

Threats to human livelihoods from natural hazards are increasing due to
climate change. Climate-related disasters such as floods, storms and
droughts have destroyed homes, reduced crop yields, harmed livestock,
and fueled conflict, especially in developing countries. To provide
adequate disaster relief, states rely on multilateral institutions,
particularly the UN.

Yet the determinants of where UN disaster aid is dispursed are poorly
understood. To fill this gap, researchers from Stockholm University and
Uppsala University, affiliated with the Bolin Centre for Climate
Research and the Mistra Geopolitics program, examined the
determinants of UN disaster aid using a dataset of UN aid covering
almost 2,000 climate-related disasters between 2006 and 2017.

The principal findings are twofold. First, humanitarian need largely
drives UN aid in the aftermath of climate-related disasters. The UN
seems able to fend off donor states' strategic interests and allocate more
aid after disasters where hazard severity is greatest and need is most
pressing. Based on this finding, the study argues that the UN lives up to
its stated principles of neutrality, impartiality and independence in
disaster aid. The results underpin the legitimacy of the UN to allocate
disaster aid.

While the study indicates that humanitarian need is the main driver of
UN climate-related disaster aid in the past 15 years, there is another
main factor that shapes aid allocation: UN aid appears to mimic
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emergency official development assistance (ODA), mirroring previous
findings from humanitarian aid research.

"Knowing whether the severity of a climatic hazard is important for
explaining multilateral aid has implications for what we can do to better
alleviate humanitarian crises in the aftermath of climate-related
disasters," said Lisa Dellmuth, lead author of the study and Associate
Professor of International Relations at Stockholm University and
member of Mistra Geopolitics.

Second, the study has important consequences for disaster impact
research and provides a way of measuring hazard magnitude. It develops
a uniquely global hazard severity measure that, for the first time,
compares across different climate-related disaster types, and assesses
and bolsters the measurement validity of EM-DAT climate-related
disasters, the most widely used database on natural disasters.

"In aid and disaster impact research, there is much uncertainty in
existing data on the occurrence and severity of disasters. For example,
consequences of future climate change will likely be different from
historical climate disruptions", said Frida Bender, co-author of the study
and Associate Professor in Meteorology at Stockholm University and the
Bolin Centre for Climate Research. "It is quite likely that over this
century, unprecedented climate change is going to have significant
impacts on extreme weather events, and our study underlines the validity
of the widely used EM-DAT dataset on disasters."

The researchers also make clear there is need to further improve the
estimation of climate-related aid data (read article in Nature), and that
the present study is a contribution in this regard as it provides the first
estimation of UN climate-related disaster aid worldwide.

"Understanding the determinants of multilateral climate aid is important
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not only for increasing the ability of the international community to
provide humanitarian assistance, but also for improving resilience in the
face of increasing risk of climate-related natural disasters," said Nina
von Uexkull, study co-author and senior lecturer in International
Relations at Stockholm University and researcher in Mistra Geopolitics.

  More information: Lisa M. Dellmuth el al., "Humanitarian need
drives multilateral disaster aid," PNAS (2021).
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.2018293118
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